Intra-Molecular Bonds (bonds inside a molecule)
(A First Year Blog. Hybridised orbitals are NOT part of the ‘A’ Level Syllabus. However, an understanding of
hybridised orbitals will give you a better understanding of many topics in ‘A’ Level Chemistry.)
•

Before we start, I want you to remember that an atom consists of a nucleus in which there are positively
charged protons (and neutrally charged neutrons), and that the nucleus of an atom is “surrounded” by
negatively charged electrons which reside in atomic orbitals1. Now, from what I have said, the volumes of
space i.e. the “atomic orbitals” in which the electrons in an atom are most likely to be found (such as
s/p/d/f/etc2) will be shaped/will be determined by ONE nucleus acting on ONE set of electrons – and it
will therefore come as no surprise to you that, since a molecule consists of at least TWO bonded atoms, then
when two (or more) nuclei exert their electrostatic force of attraction on the two sets of electrons, the shape
of the volumes of space in which the TWO sets of bonded electrons now occupy will be/must be/and
ARE different! The shapes of molecular orbitals are different from the shapes of atomic orbitals.

•

I will very briefly touch on why in certain molecules the bonded atoms could not have used their ordinary
s/p/d/f/etc atomic orbitals to form certain molecules, and scientists have therefore had to come up with the
hypothesis that in order to form those molecules, some atoms have to mix up/to “hybridise” their ordinary
s/p/d/f/etc atomic orbitals to form hybridised sp1/sp2/sp3 atomic orbitals – and that they then use these
hybridised orbitals to form s and π molecular orbitals.

•

You may need to re-read the above two paragraphs from time to time, but at least you now know where to
find the information about the difference between atomic orbitals and molecular orbitals.

•

Most of what I have written in this Blog is not that important for Inorganic Chemistry, but it is of enormous
important for Organic Chemistry because it will allow you to understand a concept called “permissible
rotation”.
...............................................

•

We have come almost to the end of the introductory concepts that you need to know about atoms/molecules/
ions/and bonds.

•

There is however, one very important thing that we must look at – and it is the topic that I think is one of
the most interesting in Chemistry (but, sadly, one that we do not study in any great depth for ‘A’ Level
purposes). The subject that we will look at is what holds atoms together inside a molecule – and we will
now look at some intra-Molecular bonds (i.e. some of the different types of bonds that occur inside a
molecule), and we will look at six such bonds
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

sigma bonds, which you will often find written as “s bonds”
single (s ) bonds, which in a bond line diagram are shown as a single line “
”
pi bonds, and this is written as “π bonds”, which are an essential component of double and triple bonds
double bonds, which are shown as a double line “
”
triple bonds, shown as a triple line “
” , and
dative bonds, which are often shown with a blocked-in arrow head “
”.

•

You will remember that a molecule is formed when for example two or more atoms of a non-metal
element get together and share one or more pairs of electrons, and these electrons then become
(normally) locked in between the nuclei of the bonded atoms, and the point or the area where the bonded
atoms physically overlap each other is where the bonded atoms share the bonding pair or pairs of electrons.

•

Let us now look at different sorts of intra-molecular bonds, but let me warn you that I shall have to talk
about something called “hybridised orbitals”. I shall talk about them but I shall NOT discuss them in too
much detail, because they are not a part of the ‘A’ Level syllabus.

1

There must be as many negatively charged electrons in an atom as there are protons – otherwise the species would be an
ion and not an atom.
2
Atomic orbitals are always written with Roman letters of the alphabet, whereas molecular orbitals are always written with
Greek letters of the alphabet.
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A) Sigma or “s” bonds

Source : Professor Stephen Lower of Simon Fraser University.
•

A sigma (s) bond is the primary covalent molecular bond that is formed by the sharing of a pair of
electrons in the outermost orbitals (irrespective of the sort of orbital) of two bonded non-metal atoms –
and this sigma bond always lies directly along the straight line that connects the NUCLEI of the two
covalently bonded atoms.

•

In the diagram above, the black dots are the nuclei of two bonded atoms and the red dotted line is the general
shape of a s orbital that constitutes a s bond – and please note that the edd of the bonded electrons lies
between the two nuclei. An electrovalent bond is omni-directional, but a covalent bond is highly directional
with the bonding pair of electrons being “trapped” in between the two bonded nuclei. You may remember
that I have elsewhere drawn the situation for you thus (but the diagram above is more vivid than mine)

•

A molecular s bond can be formed through two electrons in any two of the outermost orbitals of two nonmetal atoms, and it does not even have to be between the ordinary atomic orbitals (viz. the ‘s’/‘p’/‘d’/‘f’/etc
orbitals), because it can in fact be formed between hybridised atomic orbitals such ‘ sp1 ’/‘ sp2 ’/ ‘ sp3 ’/etc
orbitals which we do not study at ‘A’ Level3, and molecular s bonds can also be formed from a combination
of unhybridised orbitals and hybridised orbitals.

•

However, let us not delve too deeply into stuff such as hybridised orbitals, and instead let us just be aware
that hybridised orbitals do in fact exist. When we come to talk about molecular π bonds and double bonds I
will have to mention hybridised atomic orbitals again, but after that I shall leave them alone until we get to
Organic Chemistry. Let us now go back to talking about sigma ( “s”) molecular bonds.

•

We have already looked at Water molecules and Ammonia molecules, and in a Water molecule there is a s
bond between each of the Hydrogen atoms and the Oxygen atom (and thus there are two s bonds in a
molecule of Water); and, in a molecule of Ammonia, there is a s bond between each Hydrogen atom and
the Nitrogen atom (therefore there are three s bonds in a molecule of Ammonia) – and this is shown in the
diagram below.
Sigma bonds in a Water molecule

Sigma bonds in a molecule of Ammonia
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".." represents a lone or unbonded pair of electrons, and here no "∂+" or "∂-" has been shown.
However, there are many occasions where the "∂+" and "∂-" symbols have to be shown.

3

A “hybrid” entity is one which is a cross between two things (such as the hybrid roses that your parents may have in your
garden), therefore an atomic ‘sp’ hybridised orbital is one that is a cross between an atomic ‘s’ orbital and an atomic ‘p’
orbital.
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B) Single bonds between two atoms (every single bond must always be a sigma bond)
•

When a molecule of a molecular substance is formed, it is natural for the strongest/the most immediate/the
most direct bond between the two atoms to be formed first – and the strongest/the most immediate/the
most direct bond will be the one that lies on the line connecting the bonded nuclei of the atoms of the
elements involved in the molecule. Thus irrespective of the nature of the two atomic orbitals that overlap in
the forming of the molecule (i.e. irrespective of whether they are s/p/d/f/sp1/sp2/sp3/or whatever atomic
orbitals), the bond formed in the line connecting the nuclei of the atoms of the two elements involved is
called a (molecular) “sigma” bond.

•

As is obvious from the name, a “single” bond (as opposed to a double or a triple bond) exists where there is
only one bond between two atoms in a molecule, and since the very first intra-molecular bond that is formed
is a molecular sigma (s ) bond, then any and every single (as opposed to a double or triple) bond must be a
sigma (s ) bond. No other type of molecular bond can be formed until a sigma (s ) bond has been formed.

C) Pi or “π” bonds
•

In ‘A’ Level Chemistry, it may be a bit difficult to understand exactly how molecular π bonds are formed
(because they are formed by the overlap of unhybridised atomic ‘p’ orbitals, and hybridised ‘p’ orbitals are
not part of the ‘A’ Level Chemistry course) – but it is quite easy to imagine what a π bond looks like, and
that is precisely what I am now going to describe.

•

Sigma bonds lie on the line connecting the nuclei of two bonded atoms, but there may be bonds formed that
are NOT in the line connecting the nuclei of the atoms of the elements involved (e.g. they may lie in the area
above and in the area below the line connecting the two nuclei4) – and when this type of bond occurs, it is
called a “pi” or “π” bond.

•

Please do this little experiment at home (and I really and truly DO want you to do this experiment!), and you
will then forever afterwards know EXACTLY what a π bond looks like. [Please ask your mother or your
grandmother to help you, and tell her that it will remind her of her “Blue Peter” days!]

•

The easiest way of imagining a π bond is to push two oranges onto the ends of a cocktail stick until the
oranges touch (cf. the diagrams on the next page). The cocktail stick will now represent the sigma bond.

•

If you now put two more cocktail sticks into one of the oranges in a straight line exactly opposite each other,
with each one being at right angles to the sigma bond, and then do the same with the other orange (so that
the second two sets of cocktail sticks are parallel to each other), and then stick two sausages onto the ends of
the cocktail sticks, then the sausages will now represent the π bonds. [The diagram on page 4 shows this.]

•

If you want to be reminded of a typical double bond, then think back to the dot-and-cross diagram for the
Oxygen molecule (O2) where there is a double bond between the two Oxygen atoms. One of the bonds in
that double bond is a molecular “s” bond, and the other bond is a molecular “π” bond!

NB Sigma (s ) and pi (π) bonds are molecular bonds formed from molecular orbitals.
s/p/d/f/etc are ordinary atomic orbitals, and
sp1/sp2/etc are hybridised atomic orbitals.
• Let me remind you of how a double bond is formed between two O atoms. For the two Oxygen atoms, the
arrow and box-orbital representation is shown below. Each the two half-filled orbitals in the O atoms has
here been drawn slightly differently in order to show that when the half-filled orbitals in each of the two
atoms overlap, then TWO bonds are created, i.e. a double bond is created! (NB The diagram below is
4

Please do remember that in an earlier Chapter I told you that bonds are not material entities. They are not pieces of string
that tie things together, but they are merely an electrostatic force of attraction that holds two or more species together – and
it is the locus of these forces of attraction that lie within the orbitals/volumes that we are discussing. (NB In space, there is
no such thing as “above” or “below”. They exist merely on paper as I draw these entities.)
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not correct, but at this stage of the game I do not want to make it too complicated.) Could you please notice
that in forming a molecule, the two O atoms have used their atomic orbitals to create molecular sigma and pi
orbitals. I hope that you will remember that the electron configuration of an 8O atom is 1s2, 2s2 2p4. In the
representation below, the molecular orbitals are formed when one O atom contributes an electron in an halffilled orbital and the other O atom does the same and the two O atoms then share the bonding pair of
electrons (and all this is driven by the desire to achieve the Noble/Inert Gas configuration which has been
achieved by the representation on the right of the diagram below).

,
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One overlap creates
the sigma bond

O xo
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The other overlap
creates the pi bond
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Dot-and-cross diagram
showing the double bond

,
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OK, let us now try the experiment with the oranges/the cocktail sticks/and the sausages, and please note that
the experiment is flawed because you cannot make the oranges overlap each other – and for any (normal)
bond to be formed, there MUST be an overlap of two half-filled orbitals! Unless the atoms are close
enough for their atomic orbitals to partially overlap, then the molecule cannot be formed.
This sausage represents one half of the pi bond
The cocktail stick between the two
oranges represents the sigma bond
These two
areas of
overlap form
just one
pi bond
The straight lines represent
the cocktail sticks
This sausage represent the other half of the pi bond

•

This is somewhat childish stuff, but strangely enough, playing with the model does give you a feel for how a
double bond is formed!

•

A π bond is thus an intra-molecular covalent bond which is formed by the overlap of two atomic
unhybridised ‘p’ orbitals from two atoms that have a molecular sigma bond between them. The π bond
is formed in the plane above and in the plane below the line joining the nuclei of the two atoms. [NB It is not
possible for a π bond to form unless a s bond is simultaneously formed between the two bonding atoms!]

NB On the next page, I shall do away with the childish Blue Peter oranges/sausages stuff and I shall attempt to
draw a more adult diagrammatic representation of the overlap of two unhybridised ‘p’ orbitals.

B1)
•

Double bonds

As it happens, many students of ‘A’ Level Chemistry score very high marks without understanding exactly
what a double bond is nor how it is formed. It is therefore clearly NOT necessary to understand all the
details of the formation of double bonds. It is however vital to understand that when a double bond is
formed, it consists of a s bond and a π bond and that the π bond is created by the overlap of two
unhybridised ‘p’ orbitals – and the reason why you need to know this is that it will (later on) make it
easier for you to understand why it is that if the overlap of the two unhybridised ‘p’ orbitals is broken,
then this particular molecule will thenceforth CEASE TO EXIST! It will help you enormously to
remember this when we come to look at the concept of “permissible rotation” in a double bond in Organic
Chemistry. Rotation will not break a sigma bond, but rotation will break a pi (π) bond.
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•

Playing with oranges/cocktail sticks/and sausages is a nice little way of imprinting onto one’s memory the
mechanics of the formation of a double bond, but we must now talk in a more adult manner about how the
overlap of orbitals creates a double bond – and to do so, let us examine an organic5 molecule that contains a
double bond e.g. Ethene (i.e. C2H4, which can also be written as CH2CH2 or H2C=CH2).

•

Understanding how π bonds are constructed is unbelievably important in Organic Chemistry, so let us start
here by noticing that in the box-orbital representation of Carbon (i.e. in 6C : 1s2, 2s2 2p2) there are only TWO
half-filled ‘2p’ orbitals therefore in this state C cannot form FOUR bonds (because you need to overlap
FOUR half-filled orbitals to form four bonds).
The normal configuration of a Carbon atom

6

C

,

•

In this state Carbon has only two half-filled ‘2p’ orbitals and therefore it should be able to form only TWO
bonds – but in order to achieve the stability of the Noble Gas configuration, Carbon (a Group IV element)
needs to form FOUR bonds, therefore (in forming Ethene where each C atom has four bonds but is
connected to only three other atoms) Carbon “promotes” one of its ‘2s’ electrons from ‘2s’ to ‘2p’ (as is
shown below) thus now creating four half-filled orbitals. Three of the orbitals in the n=2 shell now become
altered into three hybridised sp2 orbitals (which I have shown in red below) and one unhybridised ‘p’ orbital
and this configuration of four half-filled orbitals now allows the C atom to form the FOUR bonds that it
needs to form Ethene (C2H4).6 [Can you see now why Carbon had to create ‘hybridised orbitals’! Can you
also now see why I hammered box-orbitals and shells and sub-shells into you in the first two weeks!]

•

The box-orbital diagram below is a representation of a Carbon atom in Ethene in which one electron has
been promoted from the ‘2s’ orbital to the ‘2p’ orbital (after which four orbitals will exist in the n=2 shell,
viz. one unhybridised ‘p’ orbital and three hybridised sp2 orbitals).

A Carbon atom in the “excited” state

6

C

,

The three hybridised orbitals are now shown in red, and the unhybridised ‘p’ orbital in black.
Please do not regard this diagram as the gospel truth. It is riddled with inaccuracy – but all
that I am trying to do is introduce you to the conept of a pi bond.

•

In promoting electrons, the C atom forms ‘hybridised’ orbitals (but these are not in the ‘A’ Level Syllabus).7
However, what you might want to notice is that (in the formation of Ethene), on the excited Carbon atoms
there are THREE ‘hybridised’ sp2 orbitals (each one of which will be used to form a s bond) and one
unhybridised ‘p’ orbital (which will be used to form a π bond) – and it is the overlap of two
unhybridised ‘p’ orbitals (one on EACH of the two C atoms in Ethene) that will form the π bond!8

5

“Organic” Chemistry concerns itself solely with the science of Carbon and its compounds, and nowadays “Organic”
Chemistry is often called “Chains & Rings” Chemistry.
6
When a C atom promotes a ‘2s’ electron to ‘2p’, the C atom then enters into an “excited” state.
7
The amount of detail in this paragraph is necessary only for those people who are going to do a more advanced ‘A’ Level
paper or an entrance exam at one of the Russell Group universities.
8
When the atom under consideration is bonded to three other atoms (as with each of the C atoms in Ethene), then three sp2
hybridised orbitals are formed; and, if the atom had been bonded to two other atoms (e.g. one C atom and one H atom, as in
C2H2 or HC.triple-bond.CH) then two sp1 hybridised orbitals would have been formed ........... and so on. The number of
hybridised orbitals is determined by the number of atoms to which the C atom is bonded (but do not worry about this at ‘A’
Level). The index numbers of the hybridised orbitals must add up to the number of atomic orbitals that were used to form the
hybridised orbitals.
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•

The normal way of drawing the bond-line diagram of an Ethene molecule (C2H4 or H2C=CH2) is as follows.

H

H
C

H

C
H

The overlap of a half-filled ‘1s’ atomic orbital from an
H atom and a half-filled atomic sp2 orbital from a C
atom creates a molecular s bond between a C atom
and each of its two H atoms. The third sp2 atomic
orbital on each C atom is used to create a molecular s
bond between the two C atoms while the unhybridised
‘p’ atomic orbital is used to create the molecular π
bond. (NB Molecular orbitals are created in the
formation of molecules and molecular bonds.)

•

Please note that (i) in the bond line diagram of Ethene, there is a s bond between each one of the two Carbon
atoms and each of its Hydrogen atoms, and that (ii) the double bond between the two Carbon atoms
consists of both one s bond and one π bond.

•

I will repeat that. In an Ethene molecule, the overlap of two half-filled hybridised ‘sp2’ orbitals (one from
each of the two Carbon atoms) creates a s bond between them, and simultaneously the overlap of two halffilled unhybridised ‘p’ orbitals creates a π bond – and the existence of the s bond and the π bond
constitutes the double bond between the two C atoms. Whenever there is a DOUBLE bond, then one of the
two bonds has to be a s (“sigma”) bond and one of them is a π (“pi”) BOND!

•

In the diagram below, I have not shown the bonds between the C atoms and each of their two H atoms, and
the shape of the ‘sp2’ orbitals below is incorrect, but do not worry about that. (Also the overlap of atomic
orbitals creates molecular orbitals – but again, do not worry about that at ‘A’ Level.)

•

If you have a 3D model of Ethene in your Chemistry lab at school, then please do go and have a look at it
and you will then have a very clear idea as to what exactly is happening.

•

The following is a nice little diagram of Ethene by Prof Stephen Lower of Simon Fraser University.
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The representation on the right below is from Florida State University.

ETHENE MOLECULE (3 x sp2 orbitals and 1 unhybridised ‘p’ atomic orbital)
(I find the origin of the use of the term ‘degenerate’ below difficult to explain, but “degenerate” orbitals all
have the same amount of energy.)
3 degenerate (equivalent)
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one 2s and three
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Orbitals written in
Roman letters of the
alphabet are atomic
orbitals, while those
written in Greek letters
are molecular orbitals.
An overlap between an
‘s’ and an ‘sp1’ atomic
orbital will create a
molecular s bond.

C
H

Source, Dr N Chatterton, London Metropolitan University
B2) Triple bonds
•

We have not delved into hybridised orbitals (and, we are not going to do so), therefore it might be difficult to
understand how a triple bond is formed – but, just as with a π bond, it is very easy to visualise what a triple
bond looks like.

•

Do you remember the two oranges and the two sausages which made up the π bond? Well, if we now put
two more sets of cocktail sticks and two more sausages into the oranges (so that there are now in total four
sausages) but this time the second set of sticks and sausages lies at right angles to the first set of sticks/
oranges, then we will now have a triple bond!
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•

A triple bond is formed/is created in Ethyne (also called Acetylene) C2H2 (or HCCH) when one s bond
and TWO π bonds are formed between two C atoms. In the diagram below you are looking end-on onto
the oranges (instead of side-on as in the previous oranges/sausages diagram).

F) Dative bonds
•

A bond in a molecule normally involves each atom in a pair of bonded atoms putting one (or more) electrons
into a pool, and these pooled electrons are then shared by the bonded pair of atoms. However, it is
sometimes the case that one atom contributes BOTH the electrons in a pair of bonding electrons and the two
electrons are then shared equally by the bonded pair of atoms. When this happens, the bond is called a
dative bond. For example, for the molecule Carbon Monoxide to be formed, both the C atom and the O
atom need to pool and share as many electrons as will give them 8 electrons each in their outermost shells –
Carbon therefore puts 2 electrons into the pool, and Oxygen puts 4 electrons into the pool, and three bonds
are formed (i.e. a triple bond is formed) with one sigma bond and two π bonds (with one of the bonds being a
dative bond because both the electrons in that bond came from the O atom).

Carbon Monoxide

x

>

xo
C xo O
oo

oo

O

o

+

o

x

C

oo

xx

x

x

oo

The resulting molecule can be written “C

O” .

NB Dative bonds are an essential part of something called complex ions, with the ligands providing the dative
bonds. In a complex ion, the dative bond is called a co-ordinate bond – but that is something which you
will learn about in your second year.
•

To give you another example of a dative bond, we elsewhere noticed that if you add Ammonia (NH3) to
Water (H2O) then some of the H+ species (i.e. the protons) that result from the breakdown of Water
molecules9 will react via a dative bond with some of the Ammonia molecules to form Ammonium (NH4+)
ions viz.

9

Protons are always being created in Water because Water molecules are always breaking down into H+ and OH– species
viz. H2O
H+ + OH– . [The sign in this equation indicates that the reaction is a reversible one, and we will study
reversible reactions in great depth when we get to “Thermodynamics and Kinetics” or “How Far, How Fast?”.]
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You do not need to show the lone/the unbonded pair of electrons if you do not want to. I have done so in
order to underline the fact that the dative bond was formed via a formerly unbonded pair of electrons that
were donated by the N atom.

NB Ethyne has a triple bond (one s bond and two π bonds) between the two C atoms.

•

The representation on the left below (from the University of Michigan, copyright William Reusch) shows
the sigma bond but does not show the overlap of the p orbitals to form the pi bond. The representation on
the right shows the pi bond but not the sigma bond.

•

In the diagram above, the orbitals in red are the ‘s1p1’ or ‘sp’ orbitals and it is their overlap that forms the s
(sigma) bond – and please notice that the ‘sp’ orbitals lie on the line that directly connects the nuclei of the
two Carbon atoms.

•

The blue and the green orbitals constitute the two π orbitals.

•

As you can see it is much better than my ‘Blue Peter’ diagram to depict the same situation, but I chose to do
it “Blue Peter” style because you are still getting to grips with the subject. The depiction from Michigan
University is how you will see it shown in textbooks.

Please do remember that we have talking about INTRA-MOLECULAR BONDS viz. the bonds that hold atoms
together inside a molecule. The table on the next page is there purely as a reminder.
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IONIC SUBSTANCES

MOLECULAR
SUBSTANCES

How is the substance formed

The atoms of a metal element
TRANSFER the electrons in
their outermost shell to the
atoms of a non-metal element
thus creating positively charged
metal ions and negatively
charged non-metal ions.

The atoms of two or more nonmetal elements SHARE one or
more pairs of bonding
electrons.

What holds the substance
together

The electrostatic force of
attraction between positively
charged IONS and negatively
charged IONS hold ionic
substances together.

A) Inside each molecule
Intra-molecular electrostatic
forces of attraction exist
between
(i) positively charged protons
in the nuclei of the bonded
atoms and
(ii) one or more pairs of
negatively charged bonding
electrons.

These forces of attraction are
called electrovalent or ionic
bonds, and these bonds exist
between EVERY ion and
EVERY oppositely charged
ion in the ionic substance viz.
they are non- or omnidirectional bonds, and there is
a COLOSSAL number of
electrovalent or ionic bonds
inside an ionic substance.

These forces of attraction are
called covalent bonds, and
they are highly directional
bonds.
B) Between the molecules
there are four inter-molecular
forces of attraction (and we will
learn about them). They are
a) Hydrogen bonds
b) van der Waals’/London
forces of attraction viz.
b1) Permanent dipole to
Permanent dipole
b2) Permanent dipole to
Induced dipole, and
b3) Instantaneous dipole to
Induced dipole
forces of attraction.

What sort of bonding

Electrovalent / ionic
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Covalent INSIDE the
molecules, and “intermolecular forces of attraction”
BETWEEN molecules

APPENDIX
•

Quite often, examiners like to set you questions that summarise the knowledge that you have gained so far
about types of bonds/molecular structure/ionic structures/etc. The answers below are from the New Zealand
Qualifications Authority, but you should look up the questions/answers from past papers in your own exam
board.
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